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Print News/Web Sites
11/1/10
Press Register- While oil-soaked birds get much attention, Gulf rigs remain bright, often fatal
beacons.
http://blog.al.com/live/2010/11/feds_failed_to_follow_up_on_bi_1.html (Ben Raines)
“If it’s a relatively easy fix to change the lighting on offshore structures, I’d like to know why MMS
hasn’t taken any action,” said John Amos, head of SkyTruth, which monitors environmental problems
using satellite imagery.
“Once again we find ourselves trailing other nations in ensuring that our offshore operations provide
economic benefits while being safe for people and safe for the environment. We can do better. We
should do better.”
Before It’s News- SkyTruth-MCBI study looks back at BP/Gulf spill, looks forward with
recommendations
http://beforeitsnews.com/story/244/971/SkyTruthMCBI_Study_Looks_Back_at_BP_Gulf_Spill,_Looks_Forward_With_Recommendations.html
SkyTruth blog posting that announces Environmental Law Institute study. Pdf download available.
4u-2 Articles- Operating vs. capital leases (What’s the difference)
http://www.4u-2.com/finance/finance-leasing/operating-vs-capital-leases-whats-the-difference/
Features image by SkyTruth

11/2/10
Environmental Law Reporter- Impacts, perception, and policy implications of the Deepwater
Horizon oil and gas disaster.
by Elliott A . Norse and John Amos
PDF download available at http://marineconservationblog.blogspot.com/2010_11_01_archive.html

11/4/10
Summit County Citizens Voice- SkyTruth report gives more details on Gulf oil spill impacts
http://summitcountyvoice.com/2010/11/04/report-details-gulf-oil-spill-impacts/
Bob Berwyn
“The report was compiled by the Marine Conservation Biology Institute and SkyTruth, an
organization the specializes in documenting the environment from the air. Read the full report here.”
““To truly understand the full damage caused by this spill, we mustn’t forget to look offshore, in the
deep waters of the Gulf, where as much as half of the oil — and most of the natural gas — that
spewed from the BP well remained in the black depths, out of sight,” said geologist John Amos,
founder and president of SkyTruth.”

11/6/10
Green Energy and You- Solar power facility- California
http://www.greenenergyandyou.net/articles/archives/691
Image by SkyTruth (2006), solar-power generating facility near Kramer Junction, CA

11/11/10
Down the Yellowcake Road- Films and Website Acknowledgments
http://www.downtheyellowcakeroad.org/html/acknowledgments.html
SkyTruth photos acknowledgments

11/20/10
Arkansans for Gas Drilling Accountability- SkyTruth… great site… chronicles the destruction
of Yellowstone wildlife migration path through satellite images.
http://a4gda.blogspot.com/2010/11/skytruthgreat-sitechronicles.html
Features Upper Green River Valley video “unmasks the devastation, poisoning of the air and the
scarring of this astonishing landscape.”

Blogs
11/1/10
Oil Spill News- Skytruth/MCBI study looks back at BP/Gulf oil spill, looks forward with
recommendations
http://oilspillnewsroundup.blogspot.com/2010/11/oil-drilling-news.html
Reprint of SkyTruth blog/ link to Environmental Law Reporter News.

11/2/10
Marine Conservation News- BP spill was a greater disaster than public knew
http://marineconservationblog.blogspot.com/
(Liz)
“The study, “Impacts, Perception, and Policy Implications of the Deepwater Horizon Oil and Gas
Disaster” by MCBI’s Dr. Elliott Norse and SkyTruth’s John Amos, appears in a special issue of
Environmental Law Reporter News and Analysis”

11/6/10
F33d Your Head- The Associated Press: Scientists find damage to coral near BP well
http://f33dyourhead.wordpress.com/2010/11/06/the-associated-press-scientists-find-damage-to-coralnear-bp-well/
Features image by SkyTruth via Flickr

International Articles
11/20/10
Winnipeg Free Press- Offshore drilling standards awaited
http://www.winnipegfreepress.com/opinion/fyi/offshore-drilling-standards-awaited109452394.html
John Amos, a former exploration geologist whose non-profit group SkyTruth documents oil spills by
analyzing satellite images, said industry reforms should deal with more than just the specifics of what
happened on the Deepwater Horizon.
"The question I have about drilling is: How many bullets have we dodged without even knowing it?"
Amos said. "That's what makes me uneasy. I think there needs to be a much more systematic and
broader and deeper investigation of incidents and near-incidents to answer that question."

